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Executive summary
SABMiller originated during the Johannesburg gold rush of 1886, quenching
the thirst of prospectors parched by the African sun.
From these pioneering roots SABMiller went on to build a global presence.
By 2013 it was the world’s second largest brewer and one of the best
performing FTSE 100 companies, however, the market was changing and
the leadership qualities that had made the company great no longer
guaranteed future success.
A shift in strategy, a new operating model, and a need for organic
growth, meant that leaders needed to develop new ways of working.
Following a rigorous selection process involving submissions from
several of the world’s top business schools, Saïd Business School, at
the University of Oxford was selected as the partner to deliver the
leadership development initiative to enable this.
The partners embarked on a year-long research and design process before
launching ‘Leading the Business’. This was a one-year intensive programme
designed to give SABMiller’s 44 global Managing Directors (MDs) the
confidence to build a globally-integrated business and to co-create the
transition to the new strategy. A cohort of 22 MDs participated in year one,
and the remaining 22 in year two.
Rigorous evaluation showed that the programme delivered by Saïd
Business School delivered outstanding results. The ground breaking
programme enabled the behavioural changes needed to compete in the
increasingly crowded and disrupted beer industry and sent positive
reverberations through the organisation.
Joined-up leadership at the global level created the right conditions for
strong financial and business performance. For example, SABMiller’s cost
reduction programme has achieved savings of more than $430 million.
Furthermore, the robust leadership practice developed has put the company
on a solid footing to manage the changes associated with the
announcement in October 2015 that Anheuser-Busch InBev had agreed to
acquire SABMiller. This merger will create a company responsible for nearly
30% of the world’s beer sales and controlling about half the industry’s
profits.1
The 50% premium that Anheuser-Busch InBev offered for SABMiller’s
shares2 in 2015 is testament to the confidence inspired by a company
that is in the hands of a strong and capable team of leaders.

1

Source: http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-11-11/ab-inbev-to-buy-sabmiller-for-107-billion-as-u-s-deal-agreed
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Source: http://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/12/business/dealbook/anheuser-busch-inbev-sabmiller-deal.html?_r=0
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A picture to go in with quote from SABMiller CEO
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About the Partners

Saïd Business School forms an integral part of the ground-breaking
research and teaching at the University of Oxford. The convening power
of Oxford enables the School to involve the world’s greatest thinkers and
practitioners from within the University and its wider network. Drawing on
diverse sources of inspiration, from classical literature and philosophy, to
cutting-edge science, the School’s custom programmes are worldrenowned for innovative interventions that drive change at the individual,
team and organisational level.

SABMiller is in the beer and soft drinks business. A FTSE 100
company, it is the world's second-largest brewer measured by revenues.
With around 69,000 employees in more than 80 countries, SABMiller
sells more than 140,000 bottles of beer around the world every minute.
In October 2015, Anheuser-Busch InBev announced plans to acquire
SABMiller for $104 billion.
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1.

The Challenge

1.1 The strategic context
In 2013 SABMiller was one of the top performing companies on the FTSE
index, in a dominant market position with a global presence and key
strengths in emerging markets. Global demand for soft drinks and beer
consumption was predicted to grow, and the company was well-placed to
capitalise on this.
On the flip side, SABMiller was facing challenges around changing
consumer preferences and intense competition which threatened to hamper
growth. SABMiller had recognised the need to refocus the business strategy
and operating model to best support the new context.
Capitalising on the opportunities for growth would require a seismic shift
in thinking in order to transition from the ‘old world’ to the ‘new world’ in
which SABMiller was now operating. To address this, Alan Clark,
SABMiller’s Chief Executive, had set in motion the new corporate
strategy, coupled with a new operating model, focusing on:






being able to anticipate and respond quickly in getting innovations to
market;
developing stronger partnerships with all stakeholders;
being able to actively manage SABMiller’s reputation in
communities;
being more decisive about bigger issues impacting the long-term;
and
leading through a period of change and uncertainty.

1.2 Formulating the challenge
In 2013, Jayne Antrobus, SABMiller’s Group L&D Director and Samantha
Rockey, Head of Leadership Development, set out to document the realities
of this ‘new world’ and its implications for the organisation’s senior
leadership. They conducted comprehensive research which included 100 indepth interviews with senior leaders across the global organisation.
The process highlighted concerns about the role of the MDs and how this
role might change. The MDs were adamant that clear personal
accountability had made the company great, and this accountability was
deeply embedded in the DNA of all MDs. They had a number of concerns:




with the shift to a strategy that was more centralised in nature, how
would things play out if the centre was not accountable?
what would happen if the accountability of the MDs, and hence their
core identity, became fuzzy at the edges?
would MDs be involved in the process of shaping change? If not,
how could they trust it?
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Feedback from the interviews showed that the strategy was being met with
a high degree of scepticism by the country MDs, e.g.:
“I’m not sure what this new world you keep talking about is.”
“We look for the mistakes in the deck. We love to be the cleverest person in
the room. This is a lead indicator in our culture and it can stand in the way of
learning and change.”
“I didn’t sign up to do that stuff.”

1.3 Defining the desired impact of the L&D initiative
Leadership programmes are often remedial, with the L&D partner being
called in to execute the required initiative. What made this different was the
pre-emptive nature of the programme – the goal was to improve a company
that was already performing well. Oxford Saïd played a key role as a
sounding board, challenging SABMiller’s thinking where needed, conducting
a further 15 hours of interviews and providing extensive strategic analysis of
the requirements.
The research had identified learning gaps at a forensic level of detail. This
established the basis for a programme that could communicate and support
the complex demands now being asked of the MDs.
This led to the creation of Leading the Business, a one-year programme, run
over two years with two cohorts, aimed at the MDs responsible for each
major territory across SABMiller’s global network.
Chief Executive Alan Clark resolved to take direct ownership of the
programme, designed to:






build a strong community of global leaders that can lead a globally
integrated business with confidence
enable unparalleled local execution through improved leadership
capability
provide opportunities for experimentation, innovation and trialling of
new ideas and then feeding these back into the business
create an opportunity where the Executive Committee and the
MDs work together on implementing the change agenda of the
business
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2.

The Commitment

2.1 Forming a sustainable partnership
In February of 2013 SABMiller invited a number of top-ranked business
schools to tender for the design and delivery of the programme.
Samantha Rockey recalls:

“We were looking for a partner that could help us design a
leadership programme for a highly sophisticated, discriminating
audience who would be very hard to impress. The 44 MDs who
would participate were extremely experienced leaders who, between
them, were responsible for 69,000 employees and more than 22
billion dollars in revenue.”
“We chose Oxford because they were completely egoless. They
were so refreshing. Instead of passively taking the order and
delivering, they had the courage to co-design a completely bespoke,
unique programme proactively from scratch. They had spark, energy
and design brilliance. I knew this was the team.”
The Oxford Saïd and SABMiller team began by detailing a set of principles,
agreeing what success looked like, how to work together as a team, sustain
trust and create constructive conflict to ensure the programme design was
robust.
A system was created to enable thought-provoking ideas to be captured
and shared. This including articles, videos and experiences from their
broader frame of reference. This encouraged a vibrant process in which the
team collaborated on a daily basis throughout the three-year relationship.
This unparalleled intensity of collaboration set the tone for the entire culture
of the partnership, and the programme itself.
It created deep levels of trust which each team member agreed was one
of the most harmonious, stress-free, creative and open approaches they
had encountered in their respective careers. It was a dream team due to
the shared willingness to keep learning and improving the experience for
the programme participants.

2.2 Analysing the required behavioural changes
The existing leadership culture at SABMiller was pioneering, bold,
competitive and masculine. The MDs (41/44 male) were described as “men
of action” – people you could trust to set up a brewery in the Congo.
However, the next phase of growth would not be well-served by blindly
continuing with these leadership behaviours. The change agenda outlined
by the CEO, and required by the context, needed MDs with new skills. New
skills that would allow them to move from independence to
interdependence, from top down to collaborative, from operating
independently to operating as part of a united community of leaders able to
build a globally integrated business.
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“We were in
touch pretty much
every day for three
years, including on
weekends and
holidays, to develop
and refine the
programme. That’s
1095 days of shared
thinking!”

Tracey Camilleri
Programme Director and
Master Architect, Oxford
Saïd

Allyson Stewart-Allen
Programme Director and
Designer, Oxford Saïd

Jayne Antrobus
Group L&D Director,
SABMiller

Samantha Rockey
Head of Leadership
Development, SABMiller

The company needed its MDs to become:


Relationship builders: sophisticated builders of relationships that
extended beyond the traditional connections into proactive
engagement with external stakeholders



Deciders: conscious about how and why decisions are made,
delayed or betrayed



Self-managers: understanding motivators, triggers, drivers and
leading in the way that serves the organisation best



Connectors: network creators and sustainers, collaborating across
markets, teams, knowledge and partnerships for improved business
performance



Empathisers: developing broader empathic range and the
sophistication of gut feel



Innovators: giving permission to experiment and encourage
learning

2.3 Securing stakeholder commitment
The time investment demanded of the MDs was significant. These senior
leaders had to devote at least 25 days each to the programme.
In addition, Alan Clark and all Executive Committee members sponsored
different sections of the programme, sharing their thinking and providing
extensive input into the design. They were actively involved as delegates,
learning alongside the MDs and committing a total of 120 hours of their time
for each programme.
Given the extent of senior time investment, a core philosophy of the
programme was that it should not be approached as ‘time out’ of the
schedule, but rather ‘time in’. It should be designed in such a way that it fed
directly into the business in a constructive, transformative way. Instead of
being a passive, off-the-shelf, general management programme, it would
address the specific issues associated with being a globally integrated
business as well as emphasising how powerful leadership development
could deliver as a strategic driver of change.
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3.

The Learning & Development
Initiative

3.1 Key design principles
MDs participated in Leading the Business over the course of one year. The
programme consisted of three four-day residential modules spread
throughout the year, and a range of anchoring activities between modules.
They were split into two cohorts across two years.

Whereas most SABMiller programmes focused primarily on high potential
participants, spread across various learning initiatives, this broke new
ground by involving all of their MDs in a single programme.
Leading the Business was designed to be bold and provocative from the
start. The approach was deliberately thought out, with great precision and
24-hour design to keep delegates in a productive zone of distress, thus
creating a deeper learning experience.
The programme was a departure from anything SABMiller had done before
and it required courage for the partnership team to hold firm in the face of
doubt and resistance.
They dealt with this through a flexible and adaptive approach, maintaining a
constructive dialogue with the Executive Committee and with delegates, as
well as subject matter experts in the business. They made continual
adjustments where appropriate throughout the duration of the programme to
improve its effectiveness. In this way the design embodied the spirit of
collaboration and adaptive leadership that it sought to inspire.
Further evidence of this was an invitation for the MDs to contribute the
content based on their real-world experience in their geographical markets.
They illustrated their specific organisational challenges through stories,
drawings, pictures and videos. The Oxford Saïd Programme Directors and
faculty worked with the MDs’ narratives to add new perspectives, propelling
the MDs to develop and reframe their leadership story in ways relevant to
the new strategy. This ensured the learning was both applied and extremely
pragmatic.
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3.2 The residential component
Creating the shift
Each module used ideas-led playfulness to shift mindsets away from the
overly cerebral approach that was creating ‘analysis paralysis’ in the
business.
Creative elements included Lego Serious Play sessions, improvisation, live
simulations and constellation systems. The partnership team brought
SABMiller’s business strategy to life by ensuring a key strand – innovation –
was evidenced throughout. Thus, instead of analysing typical business case
studies, delegates examined Julius Caesar and Henry V as a way to think
about values, ethics, judgement and influencing others (ethos).
From the perspective of the participant, these unanticipated elements
delivered ‘stickier’ learning, with a focus on the emotive aspects. This was
designed to help leaders connect with teams and with consumers at a
deeper level, using non-business language and working with intuition.
MDs were encouraged to write a little each day. Group meditation and
facilitated sessions helped them develop habits of reflection to take back
to the business, thus countering the tendency to cut fast to action, which
was resulting in a lack of strategic reflection.

Cutting-edge thinking
The convening power of Oxford enabled the partnership to harness groundbreaking thinking from the University and beyond. This included sessions by
Ian Goldin, Oxford’s leading analyst on future trends; Tara Swart, a leading
expert on neuroscience in business; Owen Darbishire, specialist in
behavioural economics; David Whyte, renowned poet and philosopher; and
Pegram Harrison, eminent scholar on entrepreneurship and innovation.
External contributors included leading PR experts on communications
strategy, and a former Ambassador to South Africa to explore diplomacy. A
British Army Major General who commanded forces in Afghanistan shared
perspectives on crisis management and engagement. The programme also
involved journalists and leading thinkers from the NGO and business world.
The criteria for selecting the range of contributors were very strict. Beyond
their expertise, they had to have the right cultural fit. A high level of effort
went into creating unique content for each session so that it was entirely
coherent with SABMiller’s strategy. Use of “death by PowerPoint” slides
was minimal to ensure the content was provocative and highly interactive.
The team created a cohesive thread between sessions by involving all
contributors in group calls ahead of each module. This ensured each
speaker knew what all the others would cover, creating bridges between
sessions to build a coherent narrative.
While this overall approach was intensely time-consuming to produce,
ultimately it was a powerful signal of respect for the time the MDs were
prepared to invest to participate.
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“Extending the
depth of impact, we
worked closely with the
MD’s and programme
team. This included
creating a short film to
share key insights and
tools to facilitate their
adoption companywide
in SABMiller.”
Owen Darbishire
Oxford Saïd
faculty member

The learning environment
Research shows that design space is as important as the design itself and
much effort went into finding the right locations. Creating energy and
thematic coherence through the choice of location was a key strength of the
programme.
The first module had a commercial focus, and London was selected to
reflect intense competition. The London Edition hotel was chosen as the
venue for its symbolism: design, innovation, modernity, and dynamism. This
included having a ‘beerista’ at the bar to emphasise the commercial themes
being discussed. The second module immersed delegates in Oxford’s
history, choosing Rhodes House for its ties to the company’s South African
heritage. The third was a pastoral, reflective destination, a sprawling retreat
in the English countryside.

The participants in conversation – using Henry V as an exploration of leadership
style (Pennyhill Park)

Pennyhill Park

Rhodes House
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3.3 Learning at the beginning and between modules

The spaces between modules, and between the sessions themselves,
were precisely designed to reinforce the learning and allow new
perspectives to emerge via the following elements:

Commercial simulation and individual feedback
Before the programme started each MD participated in a virtual commercial
simulation that ‘mimicked’ the expectations of the MDs in the new world.
Coupled with feedback on a leadership behaviour 360, a Hogan
Development Survey report and one-to-one feedback on assessment
performance, each MD entered the programme with a clear sense of the
requirements of him or her as an MD. This feedback was picked up by the
coaches during the programme itself.

One-to-one coaching
Oxford's coaching is distinguished by an approach informed by the
University’s long tradition of the tutorial. Its team (all accredited coaches)
use leadership concepts, ask powerful questions, and encourage critical
thinking and problem-solving.
Each MD had seven 90-minute coaching sessions on and between
modules, enabling him or her to further explore issues in confidence. The
coach was a sounding board to help develop credible solutions for their
specific contexts. Each session ended with a series of pragmatic next steps.
This also showed MDs the value of coaching as a leadership method in its
own right – encouraging them to seek help from others as well as to support
their own teams through coaching.

Business experiments
Between modules the MDs implemented a series of experiments within the
business, each one tied to the module theme: organisational, team; and
personal.
11

This unique element served as the magic bullet that brought the modules to
life and ensured the MDs engaged their people on the ground. It fostered
the application of the concepts, theories and learnings, with support from
each other and from the L&D team.
Experiments brought to life the power and process of innovation. This linked
the programme content to SABMiller’s strategy and liberated participants’
thinking around risk while providing a licence to break away from
convention.

Capturing the learning
The leadership intranet at SABMiller, named The Source, enabled the MDs
to start a knowledge bank which could be referenced by the wider teams.
Sessions and discussions that took place during the modules were filmed
and uploaded to the site. This helped to connect local issues to the global
strategy. Oxford Saïd’s programme directors added to its impact with
curated content.
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4.

The Impact

“This is at the heart of our business strategy.
Each module of the ‘Leading the Business’
programme equips the people attending to be
better leaders. By pooling the experiences and
expertise of their colleagues and course
leaders, the programme gives them the ideas,
inspiration and insight that can spark the next
phase of our global growth.”
Alan Clark
Chief Executive, SABMiller

4.1 Organisational impact
By working together as a global whole, SABMiller has been able to
create more than US$430 million of annualised savings.3 Financial
performance has been excellent with EBITA growth of 5%.
Overall, the company’s firm financial footing has given the markets
confidence in SABMiller and contributed to the 50% premium that AB
InBev offered SABMiller’s shareholders.

4.2 Personal impact – actual behavioural changes achieved
Oxford Saïd and SABMiller conducted a comprehensive impact analysis,
which, compared against the desired changes outlined in section 2.2,
showed the following impact:

Relationship building
Where MDs were outsourcing key relationships to others, they now see that
becoming personally involved is efficient and powerful, e.g.:

“I now realise just how important and crucial the MD’s role is in
stakeholder engagement.”
“When I became MD I presumed that you shouldn't really trust (the
media) and should avoid them. Module two debunked that belief.”

Deciding
MDs were making decisions based on numbers, as well as their experience
and position. The programme gave them a more sophisticated

3

Source: http://www.sabmiller.com/media/media-releases/sabmiller-delivers-good-underlying-performance
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understanding of how decisions are made and who should be in the room
when making them:

“I am much more mindful about the root causes of the decisions I
make… I try to come up with a more comprehensive look at the
situation.”
“What shocked me is that gender has such a big impact. I was
aware of the issue but not of the data. I liked to believe that I have
an excellent track record in that area, but I am now more mindful.”

Self-managing
Challenges were perceived as an external force imposed by the markets
and competition, whereas leaders now see them as being internal to them:

“The power of how you can influence people with your mood has
struck me. You need to be very conscious about how you engage
with people.”
“Developing a much better awareness of how I look and what I say
is more live in my mind.”

Connecting
The ‘lone-ranger’ mentality has gone and MDs are asking for help, helping
others and being of service to the broader organisation:

“The programme helped me connect with the community of CEOs
from different countries. I know if l need help or advice… I can ask
and get it.”
“It was a new attitude about getting views. Not worrying about
looking stupid. I didn’t want to look like I don’t know what I am
doing.”

Empathising
MDs were adept at standing in their own shoes. Now they can also stand in
the shoes of others:

“How I communicate has changed. I have been trying to
incorporate story telling – using emotions and focusing on creating
empathy.”
“One of the key things I have changed is making sure that people
are heard. It is part of trust.”
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“I used to think we were doing a lot for the community but… if we
put ourselves in their shoes we can see that we haven’t really been
part of the community.”

Innovating
Where there used to be an assumption that innovation needs to be process
driven, MDs now understand that innovation is a mindset that can be
practised daily:

“Failing fast, failing forward and failing small – it is not the way
SABMiller operates…we want to embed this idea of continuously
going with this approach – we want to do pilots and include the
ideas in the budget.”
“What was revolutionary for me was the process of
experimentation… rather than over-engineering something. In
SABMiller we are encouraged to have the answer to the third
decimal place. It is a major barrier to adapting to the environment.”

4.3 Case study: Managing uncertainty in India
Shalabh Seth, MD, India:

“We are facing the challenge of a possible take-over.
The network of MDs built during the programme has
been a great help. They have shared similar
experiences and given useful ideas on how to keep my
teams engaged.
“Following the programme I am focusing on building
leadership capability within the organisation, coaching
and asking better questions. It has helped me think
through where I am and how to navigate the ship for the
future.”

4.4 Case study: Transformation in Mozambique
Pedro Cruz, MD, Mozambique:

“For the first time we have a formal community of MDs
that know each other and trust each other as a result of
numerous interactions and group working sessions
enabled by the programme. This is invaluable for
SABMiller – MDs can quickly share information and
learnings about the businesses they manage, be a
sounding board to help decision-making and support
15

each other in times of change and uncertainty.
“The experiment I did during the programme is now live
and the initial signs are encouraging. The speed and
methodology was much faster and customer-focused
than it would have been. We could now be looking at
changing our sales service model, doubling the number
of outlets with sales service and halving the cost per
call.”

4.5 Conclusion
These compelling qualitative indicators, combined with the impressive
financial performance, provide clear evidence of the impact that the
programme has had in building a robust global team of MDs. These are the
inspiring leaders who are spearheading success in a changing, disrupted
market.
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Appendix
Reflections by Greg Metcalf, Managing Director, SABMiller
Ghana and Uganda
This blog post was published on the company intranet after attending
‘Leading the Business’, the leadership development programme designed
by Oxford Saïd in partnership with SABMiller.
I was able to network with colleagues from Africa, Europe, America, Latam
and Asia as well as PLC.
Besides the module last week there are two further modules to be held in
October and December this year.
I thought I would share with you some of the insights I gained during the
week.
Essentially, the programme is aimed at provoking MDs to address the
business’ new strategic challenges with a different but shared mind set. We
were exposed to fascinating and sometimes unusual ways of thinking about
leadership, behaviours and collaboration.
As an opening, we were welcomed by Gary Haigh, our MD in the UK. Gary
quite literally mesmerised the group of MDs with his description of how he
introduced the brand Pilsner Urquell to two leading on-trade chain owners in
the UK.
Gary’s ability to convey love and appreciation for the brand were an
example to all of us, and there was much discussion later about how we
could introduce beer appreciation skills to our sales teams.
We heard from a leading futurist who talked about the growing trends such
as ageing populations who drink more frequently but with less intensity and
go out less. He talked of how access to cheap technologies such as social
media, DNA sequencing and drones creates potential for the disruptive
power of individuals.
Slow global growth rates are more than matched by even slower population
growth rates, which means rising average incomes – potential for
premiumisation grows.
The ability to choose genders is leading to rising male populations in some
areas of the world. This has implications for society but also for consumption
trends.
We were given insights into how the brain works and affects our leadership
behaviours during a session on neuroscience. We were shown how our
dislike of losing is far greater than our enjoyment of gaining, and how this
sometimes influences risk-averse behaviours.
An interesting approach to projects is to run a 'pre-mortem' before the
project commences, with the team instructed to assume the project is
complete and has failed and to explain why it has failed. This is a clever
17

technique to help anticipate possible causes of failure and pre-plan to beat
them.
One session introduced us to the concept of 'wicked problems'. These
problems occur beyond our control and can only be overcome with a
collaborative approach.
Perhaps the most energising session was when we were asked to develop
an innovation, from nothing to presentation of business plan, in seven hours.
It was a fast-paced, energetic session that saw us walking the streets of
London testing our concepts with consumers on the street. The final
innovations presented were surprisingly sound and thorough. The point of
the exercise was to demonstrate that innovation is not about time and
committees, but rather about identifying and responding to real needs with
speed and agility.
Alan Clark spent some time with us and answered many of our questions on
the strategy of expanding the beer category. He talked openly about the
challenge of finding growth in unfavourable economies. He talked about the
importance of nurturing and developing our talent. He made the point that
from the time SAB began its expansion the company knew they were not
bringing brands to the world, but rather expertise and passion. Therefore our
strategy has always been a people-based strategy.
As a sign-off, Alan warned that we must not be a cloth nappy company. We
should not let ourselves get lost in how to make whiter cloth nappies, how to
clean cloth nappies better etc. For all the improvements that cloth nappy
companies could offer, the reality is that the world had moved and no longer
wanted cloth nappies.
In our case, Alan said, we should remember that the core lagers we hold so
dear are only one generation old. Let us at all times know that we
understand what the consumer wants and not try to force the consumer to
take what we like to make.
There is much more that I could share with you, but these were some of the
highlights I retained. I found it to be a fascinating and thought provoking
programme. Networking with global colleagues was a pleasure and I look
forward to the next module in October.
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